Abstract. For each almost disjoint family X let F(X) = [a Qu: card {s £ X: s\a is finite) = 2"}, I(X) = {a Ç a: card {s e X: card (s n a) -u) = 2"). Assuming P(2") we show that for each nonprincipal ultrafilter p there exist a maximal almost disjoint family X and an almost disjoint family Y with F(X) = I(Y)=p.
1. Introduction. We refer the reader to [2] for unexplained notions. Let A be a set; 9(A) denotes the power set of A and card A denotes the cardinality of A. Fin denotes the set of finite subsets of co. For a, b £ 9(A) we write a C nb if a\b is finite and we write a = "Z> if a Q "¿> and b C ^a.
Let X Ç. <3>(co)\Fin. X has the fip (finite intersection property) if for any finite subset S of X, f) S is infinite. X is almost disjoint if (i) for a, b £ X with a =£ b, a n b £ Fin and (ii) for any finite subset S of X, co\ U S is infinite. X is called mad family if it is a maximal almost disjoint family and X is called ad family if it is an almost disjoint family.
Let P(2a) be the following proposition (considered by Rothberger [5] ):
If F C 9(a) has the fip and card F < 2" then there is d £ <3>(co)\Fin with a £ J) for each b £ F.
The proposition P(2") is weaker than Martin's axiom (see [4] ). For X an ad family we set F(X) = [a ç co: cardji £ X: s C+a) = 2"}; I(X) = {a Ç co: card{s G X: card(j n a) = to} = 2"}.
Then for each ad family X, F(X) Q I(X); for X a mad family, I(X) = {a Ç co: for each finite subset S of X, card(a\ U S) = to}. We show: Theorem 1. Assume P(2"). Then for any nonprincipal ultrafilter p on co there exists a mad family X with F(X) = p.
Theorem 2. Assume P(2U). Then for any nonprincipal ultrafilter p on co there exists an ad family X with I(X) = p.
2. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Let p be any nonprincipal ultrafilter on to, let {a¡: i < 2"} be an enumeration of p such that for each ¿>Gp we have card{i < 2": b = a¡) = 2" and let [b¡: i < 2") be an enumeration of {b Ç w: b G p, card 6 = w}. Let Ak = {a¡: i < k), Bk = {b,: i < k). We construct increasing sequences {X¡: i < 2"), { Y,: i < 2a) of almost disjoint sets such that for each i < 2": (i) card X, < 2a and card Yt < 2a;
(ii)LY,u y,)np = 0; (iii) X, n Y, = 0; (iv) there isc E Xí+X\ X¡ with c Ç a¡; (v) there is d E Yi+, with card(d n 6,) = «; (vi) for i < * < T, if c S ** \ X,., then card(c n b¡) < a; (vii) for i < A: < 2", if rf G Yk\ Y" then card(rf n b¡) = u. Let X = U {*,: ¿ < 2"}, y = U { Y,: i < 2U). Then X is an ad family and (v) implies that X U y is a mad family, (iv) implies that for each a E p, a G F(X) and a G F(X u y). Proof. Let X = {c¡: i < 2"} be a mad family with F(X) = p. For each i < 2" choose an ad family {dik: k < 2"} with dik C c¡ for each k < 2". For k < 2" let Uk= U{4:<-<2"}.
Then the f/fc are pairwise disjoint open sets and;? is in the closure of each Uk.
Remark. Balear and Vojtás [1] proved Theorem 3 without any set-theoretical assumption. It is also unknown whether Theorem 1 holds without any set-theoretical assumption.
4. Applications to superatomic Boolean algebras. Let 31 be a Boolean algebra. a £ |3I| is an atom if a =£ 0 and for each b £ |3t|, an/» = florani = 0. 31 is atomic if for each b £ |3t| there is an atom a with a < b. 31 is superatomic if each homomorphic image of 3Í is atomic. 2 denotes the two-element Boolean algebra, Pow(co) denotes the power set Boolean algebra over co. For A Ç Pow(co) let Pow(co)[/1] denote the subalgebra of Pow(co) generated by A u co. For each Boolean algebra 31, 3t(1) denotes 31 factorized by the ideal generated by the atoms and for each A: G co we set 3I(*+1) = (3iw) (1) . If * is a mad family then Pow(co)[Ar] is a superatomic Boolean algebra whose set of atoms is co and (PowfwXA'])® s 2.
